Entry Requirement

A Bachelor of Science (Architecture) from UiTM with a CGPA of at least 3.00 and had obtained a minimum grade of 2.67 for Design course at the final semester,

or

a Bachelor of Science (Architecture) from UiTM with a minimum of one year working experience in an architectural organisation,

or

a Degree in Architectural Studies from recognized institutions of higher learning, with exemptions from LAM Part 1 and with academic achievement of at least 3.00 CGPA and a minimum grade of 2.67 for Design course at the final semester. Candidates must also have at least one year relevant working experience in an architectural organisation.

Courses Offered

ARK700 ADVANCED DESIGN I
ARK702 ARCHITECTURAL PHILOSOPHY
ARK704 SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT
ARK706 ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE I
ARK716 PLANNING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
ARK721 CAAD II (Elective)
ARK723 ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION (Elective)
ARK750 ADVANCED DESIGN II
ARK751 ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION I
ARK754 INTEGRATED BUILDING SERVICES
ARK755 ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARK800 DESIGN THESIS I
ARK801 ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION II
ARK805 DISSERTATION
ARK806 BUILDING ECONOMICS
ARK850 DESIGN THESIS II
ARK856 ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE II
ARK876 CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Mode and Duration

Full Time = 4 Semesters
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